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Zero gravity trampoline park near me

Today is our first time at WOOP! That's great! Jump on a BIG BAG, play Dodgeball, ... Top! The Vuk family Hours: thrilling adventure at Zero Gravity Trampoline Park in Mounds View! Jump around in dodge ball pitches, foma pits, or slam dunk rooms! Need a break after the jump? Enjoy the arcade room or some laser lighting cards! 2292 Woodale Drive Mounds View, MN 55112
Zero Gravity would love to host your next birthday party or group event!! With trampoline courts, dunk hoops, laser cards, over-air ninja courses, dodgeball, VR, wall climbing and more, we have one of the most comprehensive and affordable options in town! Zero Gravity Trampoline Park is an indoor playground in Mounds View. Besides regular jump times, they offer time off tot
and birthday parties. Trampoline parks come with a certain amount of risk. You can read about Gianna's experience here when one of her children broke her leg. Despite this experience, Gianna is back and her children still love the trampoline park. Dash around in a blur! The attractions at Zero Gravity Kids looking for some thrills might love to enjoy indoor attractions: trampoline
dodgeball courts climbing ninja wall obstacles laser course from the Tot Times arcade at Zero Gravity During the school year, parents can dance with their tots and kindergarten-age children most Friday mornings. The tot period is from 11:00-noon on Fridays from the end of September to May (except for a few holidays). The facility is open only to children up to 5 years of age and
their parents during this time. Admission is $6.99 for a child and an adult. (Hey, an hour of jumping count is your workout of the day! Woo hoo!) A birthday party at Zero Gravity Zero Gravity offers party packages for birthdays and other private events. With prices starting at $119 for a 90-minute party on a day of the week, a basic party includes jump time and jump socks, a banquet
table with pastries, drinks and pizza. Prices vary according to the number of guests, the day of the week / weekend and the jump time. Me and my two daughters (7 &amp; 10) enjoyed a midweek romp at this trampoline park. The cautious staff gave us great ideas about new ways to bounce back and even play dodge ball with us! Love the variety of activities available. The place
is clean, including the bathroom. The rules were clearly posted throughout the facility. The only thing I don't like is having to sign a hard copy waiver for ALL 3 of AGAIN after completing the online waiver. Otherwise, it's an easy check-in process. The staff were very friendly and friendly. I highly recommend all families check it out. It's really a lot of fun! Skip the main content Zero
Gravity Trampoline Park trampoline WOOP park is largest tablets of its kind in Slovenia. It offers visitors a unique and gravityless dance experience. This is a place for fun, social and active use of entertainment time. TRAMPOLINE WOOP Park is for adults, adolescents and children aged 3 and over. Up. can enjoy over 100 trampolines, a basketball hoop area, climbing walls, a
gymnastics foam pit, etc., or use them for a new type of workout. The trampoline park is also home to the world-renowned acrobatic basketball team Dunking Devils, who will pass on their knowledge and experience to the younger generation, through workshops and courses. Tuesdays to Thursdays 15:00 - 21:00, Friday 8:30 - 22:00, Saturday 8.30 - 21:00, Sunday 8:30 - 20:00.
Many trampolines are connected to each other for an incredible experience of free jumping. Bounce from the trampoline to the trampoline or away from the walls. Yes, the walls are also trampolines. Shoot your way through two levels of mid-galaxy fun in our new CYBERBLAST arena that can accommodate up to 20 players. Experience dodgeball in a whole new way. Our main
pitch is ass up to our older players court, who want a faster paced, high-energy game. Younger players can enjoy smaller pitches - also available for private rental. Practice your dunk skills in our basketball area. Two lanes with hoops set at different altitudes are ready for jumpers of all ages. Send yourself flying into a pit of soft foam blocks. Test your skills at jumping, spinning, or
flipping. Check out our new climbing wall. With its inters star context there is no better break from trampolines. Redeem your newly won tickets for amazing prizes in our arcade of over 20 video games and redeem prizes. TripAdvisor Traveler Review 23 Review 2292 Woodale Dr Mounds View, MN 55112 763-231-3033 Feels Like: 12° FWind: 0mph NHumidity: 93% Pressure:
29.92 HgUV Index: 0 0
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